Authorities net 200 in Lee's Ribs raid

By TRIPP BALTZ
News Editor

A raid of Lee's Ribs conducted by three law-enforcement agencies Thursday night netted over 200 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. South Bend Police, Indiana State Police and two other agencies Excise Police made 13 arrests in the 11 p.m. raid, according to Lt. Richard Kilgore, public relations officer for South Bend Police.

Kilgore said that police records show only 20 to 30 paroles in the bar were of legal age.

The citations for being a minor in a tavern were the highest number ever delivered to students in one raid in South Bend history.

The previous record bust was of The Goose's Egg more than seven years ago. The tavern was located at the corner of Notre Dame Ave. and Howard St., according to Capt. Patrick Cottrell, who led Thursday's raid.

State excise police Sgt. Greg Delichly also led the raid. Kilgore said excuse officers erected Lee's undercover before the raid. One police officer wore a Notre Dame Northwest jacket. Officers issuing citations referred to a Notre Dame Saint Mary's telephone directory to check for names on the identification cards students presented.

 Arrested on charges of resisting law enforcement and minor in a tavern were Edwin Quinn, 19, of Keenan; David Kidder, 19, of Alumni; Joseph Suplick, 19, of Alumni; and Meghan Rafferty, 20, of Holy Cross, Saint Mary's.

Also arrested for charges of resisting law enforcement and minor in a tavern were Mark Runofka, 20, of Alumni; Kevin Kane, 20, of Holy Cross, Notre Dame; John Wichart, 19, of Alumni; and Mark Gibbs, 20, of Alumni.

Hotel arson suspect leaps to his death from building

By JULIE PALAMARO
Staff reporter

San Juan, Puerto Rico - A bartender at the Dupont Plaza hotel, who faced questioning about the fire that killed 96 people, has killed himself by jumping from a building, police said Sunday.

Julio Verges Gaetan, 45, jumped from the ninth floor of a building in the Rio Piedras suburb Saturday, police said. El Mundo newspaper quoted him this Tuesday. Two men, including a bar busboy, have been charged with arson in the New Year's Eve inferno, and investigators have said there may be additional arrests.

Verges Gaetan left the house Saturday morning to buy bread for breakfast, his wife was quoted as telling the newspaper, and she heard nothing more of him until police told her he was dead.

Calls by The Associated Press to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, two agencies investigating the fire, were not returned Sunday.

Hotel maintenance man Hector Escudero Aponte, 35, and busboy Armando Jimenez Rivera, 20, were charged in federal court with arson and in San Juan District Court with first-degree murder, and in a tavern, arson, destruction of property and conspiracy. Each faces a maximum penalty of life in prison if convicted.

Renovations, construction continue on several buildings

By JULIE PALAMARO
Staff reporter

Renovations continue on LaFortune Student Center, the Law School, and Sacred Heart Church, with work on new buildings also beginning.

LaFortune renovations are just about finished, according to Don Dedrick, the director of Notre Dame's physical plant. "They are just working on some punch items," he said. "Those are things we have to conclude in the near future, according to the contractors to go back and fix." All of LaFortune is now in use with the exception of some office space, and all work should be completed in a week or so, Dedrick added.

Renovations on the Law School are also almost completed, said Dedrick. A little work needs to be done on the exterior, which will take about two weeks, and the moot courtroom should be finished in another month.

Renovations on Sacred Heart are an ongoing project, however, and are not likely to be concluded in the near future, according to Dedrick. A new fire protection system is being installed, which requires the replacement of sprinklers in the attic of the sanctuary and the crypt, and an alteration of the electrical system. Furthermore, in addition to putting a new slate roof on the church and steeple, Dedrick's staff is examining the stained glass.

"Our goal is to eventually take it out and restore it. Glass weathers like paint, and after a hundred years, it can use a little work," said Dedrick.

Pasquerilla East and West have also just had air conditioning installed, and Washing, S. 290, 804.5x1219.2
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Faust moves in new direction but holds onto his memories

First, he pointed to a plaque on the wall facing him. It was the seal of the University of Notre Dame. On his bookcase was a clutter of pictures, some of them at ND, along with a madonna and child statue and with a football figurine wearing a "Moeller" jersey. "The color scheme in the office was again blue and gold. But the rest of the odds and ends in the office no longer include coacherry Faust had Akron U. written on them."

The Akron Zips football team, coached by Faust in his first year at Akron, had compiled a 7-4 record.

In December, the team was elevated to Division I-A status. When the football Giants play. The University of Akron is new to Division I-A. Faust obviously is not.

The new status allowed Akron to hire another coach who is open to more schedules. "Things are going well," said Faust. "We had a good year." The season wasn't disappointing, but lost."

Faust admitted that there is a difference between the Akron U. football team (to talk about) at Notre Dame and the approach he takes now at Akron. "I'm tougher on 'em here," said Faust. "I didn't talk to coaches that much at Notre Dame. I thought they'd be mature at that level," said Faust.

"I feel very comfortable now. Now I know what has to be done. Before, I had to feel my way."

Another difference is the size of the operation. It is small. The football office in upstairs corridor in the gymnasm building. There is no large lounge area lined with pictures of past football greats.

Faust has as many coaches as he had at Notre Dame, but he only has one secretary (instead of five). Faust would have the budget for running a football team.

The stadium is different-it's not filled as Notre Dame's always was. To fill it up, Faust has to promote the team constantly. And he gets plenty of chances because of his celebrity status.

"He gets hundreds of personal appearance requests," said Faust's secretary. But Faust seems to enjoy the challenge and the frantic pace.

"Being at Notre Dame was harder, but Faust seems to enjoy the challenge and the frantic pace."

If Faust is tough on the players, he isn't that different. Faust said he originally was apprehensive about the type of students with which he would have to deal at Akron. But he was pleasantly surprised. "The kids are really neat here, a lot ND kids are really neat," said Faust. "They could be the key to this team. Here, kids want to get a degree. They may be the first generation of the family to go to college."

The students, however, aren't all that different. The students at Akron are motivated to be a 7-4 record.

But Faust seems to enjoy the challenge and the frantic pace.

"He gets hundreds of personal appearance requests," said Faust's secretary. But Faust seems to enjoy the challenge and the frantic pace."

"Being at Notre Dame was harder, but Faust seems to enjoy the challenge and the frantic pace."

Faust is tough on the players, he isn't that different. Faust said he originally was apprehensive about the type of students with which he would have to deal at Akron. But he was pleasantly surprised. "The kids are really neat here, a lot ND kids are really neat," said Faust. "They could be the key to this team. Here, kids want to get a degree. They may be the first generation of the family to go to college."

the students at Akron are motivated to achieve and really want to learn. Faust "got to see the kids in action more at ND" than at Akron. Many leave school after their classes and go straight to work to pay the tuition."

One big difference--no grotto.

"I miss the grotto," said Faust. For five years, he never missed a day at the grotto unless he was on the road. He said that over the years, he visited at every time of the day or night. Now, he visits a small church across the street from the Akron campus.

He also misses the people at Notre Dame. "I try to keep in touch. There are a lot of people there I really think the world of," said Faust. "I still root for the Irish."

Faust said recruiting for next year's team is going pretty well. Fourteen players have already committed themselves. But things were not easy next year. Faust said his may have difficulty filling all of the 38 scholarships he can award, and, as a former Division I-A school, Akron doesn't have many scholarship players already on the squad. They'll play seven of their 11 games against Division I-A teams, teams with full rosters of experienced, scholarship players.

Though the going will be tough, there are some words of wisdom painted on the wall of the Akron football office: "The greatest thing in the world is not where we are, but in what direction we are moving."

A commentary on the team and also on the coach.

Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Film Series

This week at the Student, the spring film series begins with three great films:

Monday, January 19 at 7:30 and 9:30 pm
Casanova (1942) B/W, 102 min.

Directed by Michael Curtiz, USA

Medic! Ginger Rodgers goes to psychiatry Fred Astaire in this wacky musical comedy with outstanding Irving Berlin numbers in which the cast is true love. Here the AstaireRogers series is infected by the screwball comedy to produce a musical that is funnier than ever.

Directed by March Sandrich, USA

Friday, January 23 at 7:30 pm and 9:30 pm
Carfree (1938) B/W, 80 min.

Directed by Woody Allen

By all accounts, one of Woody Allen's greatest films and the best film of 1986, this is one of the film's last college shootings before it is pulled from distribution to wait for the academy awards and thenience of such a film about three sisters and their romantic entanglements and a satirical comedy about TV producer Allen's fears that he may have a fatal disease. Hannah is Allen's first real audience film since Annie Hall. With Michael Caine, Faye Dunaway, Celia Hecht, and Barbara Hershey.

All shown at the Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum. Individual admission $1.50. Series tickets also available. Film calendars will be coming to all of the department. Or pick up a copy in 320 O'Shaughnessy or at the door at the Student.
Procedures for moving student cars during heavy snows detailed by Security department

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame Security has announced the following snow removal guidelines:

1) All student-owned vehicles are to be removed from any faculty/staff parking lots before midnight each night. Vehicles left in faculty/staff lots will be towed away at owners' expense of $25 to the nearest student lot.

2) Faculty/staff lots from which student vehicles will be towed after midnight are: B3, 2 & 3, Administration, Bookstore, North Dining Hall, south Dining Hall, and Stadium. Additionally, all roadways, sidewalks, loading zones, time zones, and traffic circles.

Student parking lots will be plowed when passage becomes difficult or hazardous and the faculty/staff lots are cleared. Normally this would occur 48 hours after a significant snowfall. Major snowstorms would delay this process.

Once Resident Assistants receive notice to move student vehicles to completely clear a specific lot, students have until the designated time given in the notice to move their vehicles to a specified area. This measure is necessary to effectively clear the student lots when they become impassable. Student-owned vehicles must be removed from the designated temporary lot within 24 hours or whenever normal assigned lots are clear, depending on which comes first.

As in the past, shovels will be available at either Grounds Maintenance or Security for those who cannot wait for the lots to be cleared. Owners of vehicles who happen to be "plowed in" should contact Grounds Maintenance for assistance.

Do you need $$$$$?

Are you good with computers?

then...

Student Government is looking for YOU!

The Student Government Treasuries Office is seeking an individual who will automate our accounting system. You would be responsible for developing a program to maintain records and generate financial statements of all student activity fee transactions.

See 'Becca or Chris for additional info and application in the Treasurer's Office, 2nd Floor La Fortune 12-4 Mon-Fri.

MOVE UP IN NURSING, AND IN THE WORLD. BE A NAVY OFFICER.

If you want to make the most of your potential, look into a career as an officer in the Navy Nurse Corps.

You can move ahead fast because Navy promotions emphasize merit. And the opportunities for specialization are just as diverse as in civilian nursing. Nurse anesthetist, operating room, and obstetricians are just a few of the excellent assignments available.

You also get the added responsibility and leadership opportunity that are yours as a Navy officer - advantages that will move your career along even faster.

But that's not all. You'll be earning a top salary with superb benefits. And there's worldwide travel. You choose the assignments after your first tour of duty. You'll earn 30 days' paid vacation annually and enjoy job security that can't be beat.

To find out more about the Navy Nurse Corps, call without obligation. Start your move up in the world today!

1-800-221-5932
Mon-Wed, 8:30am-2pm

NAVY NURSE. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

Applications for

Senior Trip Chairman

may be picked up
in the Student Activities Office
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
deadline: Friday, Jan. 23

Indoor Soccer Sign-up
Sat., Jan. 17, Noon-4 p.m.
South Bend Turners-Ironwood at the Toll Rd.

* 8 game session starting Jan. 30
  * Women - Fridays, 7 pm-12 am
  * Men - Saturdays, 7 pm-12 am and

* $50 deposit required per 15 member team
  (total fee - $350 per team)
Call 277-0851 for more information
(3-5 pm)

Indiana's First Built Indoor Soccer Arena

Work

continued from page 1

ton Hall's new air conditioning system should have been completely installed by some time in February. The Eck Tennis Pavilion, northeast of the ACC, is due to be finished as well by some time in April.

Directly north of the new tennis pavilion and three times its size will be the All Sports Building. Workers are currently laying the foundations and putting in the landfill for the building and will begin erecting the steel late in February, said Dedrick. The building will contain a weight room, classrooms, and an indoor, full-size football field, suitable for practicing place-kicking but not punting. A blue and gold, six-lane track will run around the field, allowing track meets to be held in the All Sports Building, in addition to football practice and soccer games.

Bids will open this week to build the two new women's dorms on north quad. The two dorms will each house 250 students, and will be next to the Pasquerillas, of which they will be virtually mirror images. Workers have already cleared the site, and construction will begin as soon as possible. The new dorms are slated for completion June 1, 1988, and will be ready for occupancy in the Fall of 1988.
USX workers approve new contract

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - United Steelworkers local union presidents Sunday overwhelmingly approved a four-year contract with USX Corp. that pays 8 percent and eliminates 1,350 jobs while boosting job security for those who remain.

The presidents voted 38-4 in favor of the pact after a nearly six-hour briefing in a downtown hotel that ended about 7 p.m. The settlement reached early Saturday was then sent to the union's International Executive Board, where passage was virtually assured.

From there it would go to a secret-ballot vote in which 13,000 of the union's 45,000 members at USX will be eligible. The eligible voters include 11,000 of the 33,000 members laid off by the company. Ballots will be counted around month's end.

If the rank and file approve the contract, the longest walkout in the union history would end around the six-month mark. USX would then have to salvage some orders for the 1988 model year production of autos and for the traditionally busy spring and summer construction season.

The USW claimed victory on its top priority, the company's widespread practice of contracting work to cheaper nonunion labor.

Work capable of being performed by bargaining unit employees shall be performed by such employees," the union said in a contract summary. "Our perseverance clearly paid off in securing key changes which will go a long way toward resolving the long festering contracting out problem once and for all.”

ENCOUNTER WITH CHRIST

A three day retreat experience directed by Notre Dame students, faculty, and staff.

This experience will help you better understand that:

1) Faith and religion involve the total person and every aspect of our life.
2) Each person is loveable for who they are.
3) Community and our experience of it is crucial to our integration of faith.
4) Faith leads us to action.

JOIN US IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN EXPLORING THESE IDEAS.

WHEN: Feb. 6 (1 pm) - Feb. 8 (5 pm)
WHERE: Lindenwood Retreat Center, Donalson, IN

(University Ministry will provide transportation.)

SIGN UP: Pick up applications starting Jan. 13, 1987 at the University Ministry Office in Badin Hall

APPLICATION DUE: Jan. 23, 1987

FURTHER INFO: Contact Sr. Jo or Brother B. at University Ministry 239-5242

Encounter/Ann/Donalson, IN
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Last week I celebrated the completion of my first year in Chile, and I can honestly say that it has been the most challenging year of my life. Learning a new language, living in a poor neighborhood in a different culture, confronting the brutality of a military dictatorship, and working harder than ever before have made this year a critical time of personal and intellectual growth. However enriching these challenges may be, our lives will still be lacking something crucial without one particularly profound and formative experience: the occasional visit of a friend from the United States.

Gib Galius

guest column

From backpackers who somewhere along their Latin American hike get a hold of our address, to university presidents (Father Ted Hesburgh of Notre Dame was with us last week), to our own family members, at least once a month a visitor gives us the opportunity to share our experiences, and the country for that matter, with another. Each visit reminds us of our first days in Chile, and of those humorous and sometimes shocking first impressions. Observing the way we live, the newly arrived American usually comments, "How interesting." Besides maintaining a rather simple vegetarian diet and shopping at the corner vegetable stands, we share true Chilean custom of "onces" (bread with jam and tea in the late afternoon). When in need of a telephone, we walk a few minutes and wait in line in front of the house of our family in our block, who has one. When the dust and smog hardly loosened our clothes, we tie them by hand in the sink and leave them out to dry (a process requiring at least five days in the winter-time). The shower cleans us up when our bodies get dirty, but the water is icy cold. And even though the five of us living in the house are Americans, we converse in Spanish after seeing all these habits in practice and up close, our visitor normally asks the inevitable question, "Why do you do it?"

The answer has a lot to do with how it is that we come to share the lives of the poor, and how we gradually come to be accepted by our neighbors. Because Chileans are not ignorant when they recognize not ignorant when it comes to understanding our own family members, at least once a month a visitor gives us the opportunity to share our experiences, and the country for that matter, with another. Each visit reminds us of our first days in Chile, and of those humorous and sometimes shocking first impressions. Observing the way we live, the newly arrived American usually comments, "How interesting." Besides maintaining a rather simple vegetarian diet and shopping at the corner vegetable stands, we share true Chilean custom of "onces" (bread with jam and tea in the late afternoon). When in need of a telephone, we walk a few minutes and wait in line in front of the house of our family in our block, who has one. When the dust and smog hardly loosened our clothes, we tie them by hand in the sink and leave them out to dry (a process requiring at least five days in the winter-time). The shower cleans us up when our bodies get dirty, but the water is icy cold. And even though the five of us living in the house are Americans, we converse in Spanish after seeing all these habits in practice and up close, our visitor normally asks the inevitable question, "Why do you do it?"

The answer has a lot to do with how it is that we come to share the lives of the poor, and how we gradually come to be accepted by our neighbors. Because Chileans are not ignorant when they recognize not ignorant when it comes to understanding our
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Bowlers band together to stop discrimination

Dear Editor: After months of oppression and discrimination we have decided to bring the American community to be educated concerning the alternative sports life of the bowler.

For years the bowler has been shunned and misunderstood among "normal" sports activists and has been the subject of ridicule. Recently more blatant name-calling has begun to surface, one popular name being "pinheads." This type of social criticism has driven us to coalesce and feel that it is time to introduce the Bowler's Society of Notre Dame/Saint Mary's College. We believe it is time to come out of the alleys, and with the support of the administration, we feel BSNDSMC can make great headway in the reduction of bowler discrimination.

Our primary goal is the relation of the message that bowling is not a disease, it is a way of life. We were born to be bowlers. As a show of our sincerity, we, the charter members of BSNDSMC, have decided to make our names public regardless of the ridicule to which we will no doubt be exposed. William Dooney, Dick Pierce, Gregory Martineilli, Walter Howard, can be reached in the house of the family on our block. Gerrard Golden, Martin DeVita, Gerard Goldmark, Mark Gatto.

Action is necessary to improve any situation

Dear Editor: In last semester's P.O. Box Q letter was printed in which John Schoegel told of his disillusionment in his childhood dreams about Notre Dame. After reading this, all that came to mind was, "Why bother?" I don't get me wrong. I'm the first to point out what I think is wrong in our society, and I appreciate reading about student views on things that need improvement around here. That type of criticism is constructive; we can learn something from it - how to make things better. What Schoegel did was whine. He presented no point, no place for improvement. He told us of his dreams of coming here when he was eight or nine years old, and of a vague feeling of disappointment. What happened since Schoegel's little dreams of the perfect place did not come true, but I don't feel like reading his whining in the paper. Why can't we be busy working for grades in high school to get accepted here that he couldn't? Was he right when he said he should have faced reality sooner; those of us who do face things the way they are that know nothing is perfect, and we do the best we can to improve upon them - through criticism and through action?

I am very sorry that Schoegel's little dreams of the perfect place did not come true, but I don't feel like reading his whining in the paper. Why can't we be busy working for grades in high school to get accepted here that he couldn't? Was he right when he said he should have faced reality sooner; those of us who do face things the way they are that know nothing is perfect, and we do the best we can to improve upon them - through criticism and through action?

I am very sorry that Schoegel's little dreams of the perfect place did not come true, but I don't feel like reading his whining in the paper. Why can't we be busy working for grades in high school to get accepted here that he couldn't? Was he right when he said he should have faced reality sooner; those of us who do face things the way they are that know nothing is perfect, and we do the best we can to improve upon them - through criticism and through action?

McManus, Ann Lisa

The Observer

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the day

"He who cannot forgive others breaks the bridge over which he himself must pass."

Confucius
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could it be the missing piece?

Kris Murphy
Altered

To give you just a small taste of all the adventure, romance, and downright knee-slapping craziness that I savored over break I've decided to set down a short summary of the ecstasy that was my vacation. December 18, 1986 - It all started with a bang. In other words someone slammed the car door and we were suddenly leaving Notre Dame, the scene of so many trials and tribulations, the scene of some of the finest cuisine in the western hemisphere. I was so excited by the prospect of seeing my hometown (Dayton, Ohio) that I immediately fell asleep and drooled all over the bucket seats. There is no doubt in my mind that this was an attempt to rest up for all the intense joy I knew awaited me.

I awoke four hours later and was immediately awed to the max by the grandeur, the sheer wonder that was Dayton, Ohio. I saw old landmarks like Ernie's Pawn Shop, the downtown parking garage and the Brown Street Burger King. These sights touched my heart in a way that I haven't felt since Vanna WhiteStroke my ankles repeatedly several months ago. So awed was I by all that I saw that I immediately became car sick. My carmates were deeply moved by this show of heartfelt emotion and they ordered me to clean it up myself.

My homecoming was a thing of beauty. Dad greeted me with a heartfelt "Harva beer, siddown and watch the game," while Mom showed true sensitivity by saying "On your feet off the table before I smack you silly." Who ever said the American family was an endangered species? Little brother kneed me in the groin when I attempted to leave my luggage in his room and I returned the favor by running over his dog with the snowblower several days later. What a great kid he is. I'm sure he'll go far.

Christmas Eve was upon me before I knew it. I thought I was going to cry when I saw the stockings hung with care and smelled the latex needles of the fake Christmas tree. We all went to midnight Mass and I got to sit behind a woman who smelled like mothballs. We went home to open gifts. I got McDonald's gift certificates and underwear. My thanks knew no bounds and to show my appreciation, I gathered up all the gifts I had given and returned them for cash. This went over rather badly with the rest of the family and they stopped speaking to me.

I took this as a good sign for the New Year but I suddenly became ill with the flu. My friends at home visited me bringing gifts of good cheer and beer which they drank themselves. They also threw the emblems behind my couch. I was still sick on New Year's Eve but I managed to get out of bed to treat myself to Brent Musberger who was counting down to the New Year. As Brent habitually my mind turned to my friends who were out there in the night. They would be singing "Auld Lang Syne" and carousing with members of the opposite sex. I was watching Brent Musberger. There is a hell.

I got better by Jan. 4 and went over rather badly with the rest of the family and they stopped speaking to me. It became clear that this was an attempt to rest up for all the intense joy I knew awaited me. I visited the world-renowned bars of Dayton, Ohio where I watched 250 pound rednecks beat up a juke box. Mighty brave guys. I took pleasure in the many rare beers they had there: Bud Light, Natural Light and Old Milwaukee Lite. My eyes feasted upon the incredible female beauties that frequent those bars and I heard them speak. They said "Do I have a Dorito stuck behind my tooth?" One day, as I gazed with excitement over an action packed HBO movie. I realized what was wrong. I was missing something. I felt out of place. Lonely. "Could I be?" I thought. "Do I miss Notre Dame?" I decided I did so I called my friends, packed my bags and came back. End of story. Eat your chicken patty and have a good semester.
And now... counseling just a phone call away

**Soap Coops**

ALL MY CHILDREN: Langley and Phoebe vowed not to let anyone split them up again. Erica and Bobby decided to admit that Mark had a dangerous drug problem. Joe was concerned about Jeff's attitude about their working relationship. Coming: Mark signs another surprise on Erica.

**Soap Coops**

ANOTHER WORLD: Under questioning, Gomez remained loyal to Reginald. Mac told Rachel she had to prove to him that it was over between her and Mitch. Rachel was upset about Mac's growing friendship with Rose. Vickie left town to try to make a life of her own away from her father and grandfather. Coming: Michael gets a clue about the photograph Reginald showed Donna before she collapsed.

**Soap Coops**

AS THE WORLD TURNS: Framme and Seth followed another lead to learn the truth about Marian. Kim and Bob were upset at the way they felt the mystery was going. Coming: Lily misinterpreted Holden's feelings again.

**Soap Coops**

CAPITOL: Troy was outraged by Angelica's reaction to his question. Carl was more confused than ever by stories she heard. Julia's revelations left the Criegs in confusion. Coming: Troy takes steps to learn more about his daughter's past.

**Soap Coops**

DALLAS: Sue Ellen was un­aware that the man she knew as Peter Duncan was really B.D. Calhoun. Kay fretted over losing Donna. Bobby was upset at Pam's over-protectiveness of Christopher Note: Patrick Duffy (Bobby) directed this episode.) Coming: J.R. gets upset news about Calhoun.

**Soap Coops**

DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Melissa rejoined the dance company determined to work her way back without Lara's help. The police discovered that evidence against Kim was missing. At the hearing, Alex shocked everyone by saying Kim had tried to kill Emma earlier. Kim was charged with first-degree murder. Coming: Kayla is perplexed by Patch's apparent change.

**Soap Coops**

GENERAL HOSPITAL: Sandy's attitude irked Monica. Patrick worried that he might cause harm to Terry. Bobby and Jake got news about their surrogate plan. Coming: Anna looks for a surprise for her.

**Soap Coops**

GUIDING LIGHT: Johnny's suspicions about Christine increased. Josh worried that Reva was keeping Vanessa fretted that Dina might always harbor a grudge. Coming: Chelsea drops a bomb shell.

**Soap Coops**

KNOTS LANDING: Abby seemed to be fighting a losing battle as she attempted to make Olivia realize the harm of her drug use, pointing to Brian as one of the victims. In her frustration, Abby lashed out at Karen who was having her own problems coping with Mack's meeting with Anne. Coming: Abby gets more bad news.

**Soap Coops**

LOWES: Tony was afraid of where Nick was heading. Steve's anger at Fletcher could prove disastrous. Harry worried that Steve might never forgive him for his part in breaking his relationship with Trisha. Coming: Ava uses new information to try to get Nick's attention.

**Soap Coops**

ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Tina felt more helpless than ever as evidence mounted against her. Tom and Cord clashed over Tom's way of running the paper. Cliff nursed deep feelings of resentment over Tom. Coming: Jamie has new surprises for Charles.

**Soap Coops**

RYAN'S HOPE: Max's suspicions of Sloane's behavior grew darker. Della was confused about her feelings for Dakota. Lizzy became more dependent on Maree. Coming: A time of decision nears for Sloohan and Joe.

**Soap Coops**

SANTA BARBARA: Julia's jealousy over Mason and Tom threatened to get out of hand. Eden pushed away a sneaky feeling about Jeff. Cruz worried that Tori might not be doing as well as he says. Kel's return is in jeopardy. Coming: Cruz makes a breakthrough that leads to a surprise suspect.

**Soap Coops**

THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS: Rose reminded a terrified Nina that she signed the adoption papers. Evan decided he was concerned about his daughter. Phillip learned the truth about Kay's part in taking his birthright from him and refused to allow her to adopt him. Jack took Ellen to meet his family. Coming: Evan is determined to return with Michelle/Faren no matter what.

**Soap Coops**

1987, McLaughlin Syndicate
Freshmen have impressive showing at the Hoosier Gymnasium invitational

By PETE GEGEN
Assistant Sports Editor

The performance of two freshmen and around team performers were the highlights for the Irish at the annual Invitational Tournament.

"There was alot of distrac-

tion, especially because Carl Lewis was competing," Kraus said. "I needed to do a little better, but it's different now."

Co-captain Jeff Van Wie led the distance corps by taking the second men in the 1000-meter run with a time of 2:58.51. Dan Gar-

nett won his heat in the 5000-

meter run with a time of 14:56.1. Al Cucu took third in the 3000-

meter run with a time of 8:43.57. The two relay teams of Mike Reagan, Paul Decker, Nick Sparks, and Kirby Kin-

ghorne qualified for the NCAA's with a time of 7:43.15. Spark's split of 1:52.1 earned the fourth spot on the two mile relay team.

Spot continued from page 12

"If I had, I would have protected him better."

For the Irish, Mark Steven-

son led the way with 15 points, Donald Royal added 12, and Scott Hicks had 10.

The Irish will have a week to work on their scoring problems before heading to Pauley Pavil- lon for a date with UCLA this Sat-

The Observer

The Observer notes office, located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center, accepts classified advertisements from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Observer's main office, located on the third floor of Hagel Center, is open from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Deadline for next-day classifications is 3 p.m. All classifications must be prepaid, either in person or by mail. The charge is 10 cents per character per page.

**NOTICES**

MWORKPROCESSING 277-8311

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE CALL MILLIE 463-3830

TYPING AVAILABLE

for Spring, Special rates to campus view studs, we miss you

ATTENTION CHICAGO RESIDENTS If you are not sure whether you are registered to vote in the November election, call 267-1102. If you have already voted, call 267-1621.

DOES your cat need a 5-tight haircut? Call for an appointment. May be offered at the treasurer's office. Call 267-1102.

SUMMER IN EUROPE £750 doesn't include meals. Flights to Chicago, 3/20-3/22. 1-800-866-8653.

SAND CASTLE, INC. 242-5714

PANDORA'S BOOKS 582-2600

OPEN 7 days a week 10:30-10:00

235. 235 South Main St. 
South Main St.

LOST/GOLD READ NO CASH ON THE OTHER SIDE OF 200. At the 1st Cash

LAME STEVE WEEK

WANTS: none.

MACHINES.

Call 267-1102.

PERSONALS

Personal ads are closed at 1:15 p.m. on the day before the issue date.

PRICES \$ 7.00 FOR 75 words \$14.00 FOR 150 words \$21.00 FOR 225 words \$28.00 FOR 250 words
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FOR SALE
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DANCE PARTY FUNDRAISER ON 3/15 AT 9 P.M. FOR SPRING BREAK TOUR TO FLORIDA. DANCE, DRINKS AND MORE! CALL 213-1234 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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CAMPU$ TREASURE IN waiting! Someone Spring should be going to school in the fall. This is a great opportunity to earn some extra money!\n
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BOSTON - Chicago Bears Head Coach Mike Ditka has told his bosses he will not return after the 1987 NFL season because of a dispute over the team's firing of its general manager, according to a newspaper report published yesterday.

The Boston Sunday Globe said Ditka told Michael McCaskey, the team president, of his intentions after McCaskey refused to rehire general manager Jerry Vainisi, who was fired last week.

"Then this season is my last," Ditka is reported as saying. "Don't even bother to ask me about signing an extension of my contract, because I won't do it."

After the conversation, Ditka reportedly told his assistant coaches that 1987 would be his last season with the Bears and if they wanted they were free to start looking for new jobs immediately.

In Chicago, Bears spokesman Brian Harfan said he had heard the report but could not confirm it. He said he did not know how to reach McCaskey or Ditka, who reportedly was on vacation.

The Globe said Ditka was "fuming" because Vainisi is his best friend and Ditka's strongest ally in Chicago's front office.

"Ditka and Jerry are best of friends," according to an unidentified source quoted by the newspaper. "When the 'big four' (Ditka, McCaskey, Vainisi and personnel director Bill Tobin) got together, Jerry usually backed Ditka. This is what happened with (Doug) Flutie. McCaskey didn't like it. It happened three or four times, and McCaskey wasn't happy about it."

McCaskey said he dismissed Vainisi because of "philosophical differences." He said Vainisi is still a consultant.

Vainisi, however, still considers himself the team's general manager and has two years left on the contract given to him by George Halas in 1983.

Women continued from page 12

to fuel as DePaul held on for the 80-68 victory.

The Irish next take to the court Tuesday in a 7:30 p.m. contest against Cleveland State.

---

**Godfather's Pizza**

Find one. It's worth it.

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS**

**CLIP AND SAVE**

Medium original single ingredient pizza and cheese bread

$5.25 plus tax & deliv.

*Offer expires 2/17/87*

**Godfather's Pizza.**

We Deliver to a Limited Area

52920 US 31 North

South Bend, IN
Blue team gets playing time

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Among four freshmen and one sophomore on the Notre Dame basketball team, there seems to be a case of the blues going around.

Not the sad type. Not the musical type. Not even the color type. No, these blues are more the happy type.

For sophomore Michael Smith and freshmen Tony Jackson, Scott Paddock, Joe Frederick and Jamere Jackson, getting the blues means seeing a little more floor time for the Irish. Head Coach Digger Phelps calls this group of five the blue team.

"This is the time of the season when we start diversifying our game plan, and it's important to get our younger players needed experience," Phelps said. "It just happens that, with their size and playing positions, they can go out on the floor as a unit. The cohesion they're learning now will be a big plus in future games."

Against Virginia on Saturday afternoon, the blue squad did not quite live up to Phelps' billing. The team entered the game with 8:30 to go in the first half, turned the ball over on three occasions, allowed a three-point basket by the Mountaineers' J.J. Crawford and was pulled from the game after less than two minutes on the floor.

The squad has been more successful in past games, however, being used in pressing situations and to give the starters some rest. And although Phelps has not pointed out any particular role for the team other than to run the regular offenses and defenses, its quickness seems to be its strength.

"The change in our defense has been key," said Phelps. "The offense was lead by the quickness, strategy and skill coming off the bench and doing the job."

"We go with a quick lineup," said Paddock. "So I think that makes us a very good team for the press. We still run the same offenses and defenses as the regulars, but our quickness helps us out probably more than anything."

"I like the idea of the blue team. It gives us the chance to get in the game and show people what we can do. I like coming off the bench and doing the job."

Still, some question the strategy of sending five players with little game experience on the floor to face more experienced players in the different-colored uniforms.

"Gary and I have been having some great match-ups," he said. "It's great going in and playing against those big people - doing some banging."

"They've had their positives and negatives," Phelps said. "But more importantly, they've gained confidence in what we're doing and it makes us that much more consistent. It's good to see them as a team, and you've also got times when we're going to need one of them to come in and contribute." Frederick has done that recent ly, and I think Paddock is really going to come around."

SMC pulls off upset over Franklin College

By GLORIA ELEUTERI
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's basketball team, 6-foot-4, added another victory to their record on Saturday by defeating Franklin College 75-66. In its third game of the new year, Mary Wood's team was able to keep one of the top teams on the schedule off the boards so that the Belles could pull off the upset.

The offense was lead by the sister team of Julie and Tammye Radke with 20 and 19 points respectively. Teammate Jenny Harte shot 9 of 13 from the field to help the Belles as well.

The Belles shot 40 percent from the field and 63 percent from the line.

"It is important for the team to maintain 40 percent from the field in order to win the game," said Coach Wood. "The free throws were excellent also, and when the team goes 10 for 12, it will help us win the game."

Besides the scoring, Wood gave a lot of credit to the defense.

"The major contribution to the game comes with the defensive rebounds," said Wood. "The change in our defense has helped to increase our rebounding."

With a long list of contributors on the boards, the Belles have averaged about four rebounds a game. This consistency will help to develop the overall play of the game that Wood is looking for.

In the two games last week, Saint Mary's split on the road. On the road, Manchester defeated the Belles 70-49, while the Belles pulled off a victory over Tri State at home, 62-57.

With the hopes of continuing to dominate the offensive and defensive boards, Saint Mary's hosts Huntington College on Tuesday night.
Beer Nuts

Bloom County

I Gotta Start! No Straight To Losing Weight.

Far Side

“He’s got one shot left, Murray — and then he’s ours!”

Mark Williams

The Daily Crossword

12:30 - 4:30 p.m.: Sign-ups for Neil Simon’s play, “Biloxi Blues” at the Morris Civic Auditorium. Tickets $12.00, including transportation from the main circle. Play on Friday, Jan. 23.

12:30 - 4:30 p.m.: Sign-ups for Neil Simon’s Biloxi Blues which performs on Fri, Jan 23; tix $12.00.

12:30 - 4:30 p.m.: Sign-ups for Neil Simon’s Biloxi Blues which performs before and watching “General Hospital” tonight.

Movies:

Wed., Thurs.-Fast Times At Ridgemont High
At Ridgemont High
Fri.- Sat.-Pink Floyd
The Wall

What’s happening this week?

SAB-Line begins Wed.

Movies: $1.50

EG Auditorium

What’s happening this week?

Sponsored by SAB

Happy Birthday, Colleen

Woolhead

Rules!!

Wish her a happy 22nd birthday.

Love, Catherine & Jeanine

The Daily Crossword

1/19/87

Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS
1. Elect.
6. “—” Bede
10. One-liner
13. Soap plant
14. Kill a bill
15. Automation
16. Automatic
17. Formicary
denizens
18. Ardo
19. Profound
20. Contend (with)
21. Sediment
22. Marries
secretly
25. Spaghetti e.g.
26. Dye source
29. Heyworth or
Moreno
31. Ruse news
agency
33. Rickenbacker
or Center
37. Pity with
Note
39. Most neat
41. Bribe
42. Roman road
44. Narrative
45. Fall beverage
47. Anoint old
style
49. Leatherneck
52. Ratio words
54. Marc. pref.
55. Profound
61. Bill of fare
62. “— a child
is born”
63. Aesopian
ingredient
64. Literary
collections
65. Ruler; suff.
66. Soul
67. Antonio or
Fernando
68. Shelter
69. Nuzzled
70. "Down"
1 Make hay
2 Formosa
3 Defeats
4 Thanks
5 Ashor
6 Of no —
7 Indicates
8 Ace in the
hole
9 Low-growing
plants
10 Lively dance
11 Open-mouthed
12 Krupa and
 Heckman
13 Unchecked
14 Profound
15 Profound
16 Profound
17 Pampas
18 Fibbed
19 Most neat
20 Open
21 Rich
22 Open
23 Fruit
24 Sausage
25 M cshaneum
26 Keep —
27 Profound
28 Bone; pref.
29 — adjudicate
30 Heron’s girl
31 Forbidden
32 Conqueror e.g.
33 Peppers
34 Conqueror e.g.
35 Forbidden
36 Peppers
37 Peppers
38 Control
39 Flare
40 Heart
41 Grilled
42 Broccoli
43 Peppers
44 Peppers
45 Peppers
46 Peppers
47 Peppers
48 Peppers
49 Peppers
50 Stadium
51 Professor
52 Point e
53 "Sweetie"
54 Peppers
55 Peppers
56 Peppers
57 Peppers
58 Peppers
59 Peppers
60 Peppers

DOWN
38 Subtract
39 Subtract
40 Subtract
41 Subtract
42 Subtract
43 Subtract
44 Subtract
45 Subtract
46 Subtract
47 Subtract
48 Subtract
49 Subtract
50 Subtract
51 Subtract
52 Subtract
53 Subtract
54 Subtract
55 Subtract
56 Subtract
57 Subtract
58 Subtract
59 Subtract
60 Subtract

Sponsored by SAB
Sports

Poor shooting costs Irish dearly as Mountaineers claim 57-55 win

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

If you wanted to give Saturday's game a made-for-television match-up between Notre Dame and West Virginia a title, you'd have it all the Big Chill. A five-and-a-half minute cold spell near the end of the first half enabled the Mountaineers to get back in the game and take the lead. Ultimately, the Irish never recovered, dropping their fourth consecutive game to West Virginia 57-55.

The Mountaineers, while they started slow, were able to cut off our passing opportunities, the quick DePaul team. Losing 35-31 at halftime, the Irish were able to play against adversity on and off the court. The Irish women's basketball team dropped their fourth consecutive game yesterday with a 60-68 loss to DePaul.

On Friday, the Irish did what they had to do to beat the Mountaineers, 80-68. Junior Kathy Grinter led Georgia Tech to a 26-7 first half. The Irish continue to play against the high-scoring Notre Dame offense which has been led by the inside scoring of junior Sandy Botham and sophomore Heidi Bunek. DePaul opened up a quick 12-2 lead before junior Mary Gavin hit three 3-pointers andBotham added her only four points of the contest to close the gap to 15-14.

The game turned into a tough defensive battle as the two teams kept even until the half. The Irish used a collapsing zone defense to stop DePaul's leading scorer, Diana Vines (averaging 24.0 points a game), while DePaul's quick defense forced the Irish to commit several turnovers.

Gavin led the Irish through the final minutes of the half with a three-pointer and a bulletpass to Bunek for an easy layup, while DePaul's Melanie Ehrhardt hit six of seven shots for twelve first-half points and a 33-33 DePaul lead.

The second half began as the Diana Vinas and Sally Anderson show. The two DePaul All America candidates led the Lady Blue Demons to a fast start to the second half and a 15-point lead. Anderson, the 5-5 senior, made several outstanding assists and finished the game with 22 points to spark the Lady Blue Demons. Vines used her quickness and strength to weave through the lane and pour in 10 of her 30 points in the second half, including two pivotal three-point plays.

"DePaul came out splitting fire and caught us off guard," said DePaul's head coach. "That's when she (Vines) came alive. We tried but we couldn't contain her quickness.

We knew that their game plan would be to get Vines the ball. So, we could turn and face the basket and drive on us as Mountaineer guards.

Down by 13 with 5:36 remaining in the game, DePaul staged a strong comeback behind the hot baseline shooting of fresh­man Annie Schwartz and Bunek's short jumpers to pull within two, 68-66, with 2:15 left in the game. The Irish had an opportunity to tie when DePaul's Ehrhardt missed two free throws, but Vines came up with a key rebound and basket. Anderson followed with a jump shot, but DePaul's Bunek missed two free throws on the other end, as Vines came up with a key rebound and basket, and the Irish saw their season end with a 3-point loss to West Virginia.

The Irish were then forced to keep the score tied after the Mountaineers hit a 3-pointer to end the game with 22 seconds left. The Irish were then forced to keep the score tied after the Mountaineers hit a 3-pointer to end the game with 22 seconds left.

Poor shooting costs Irish dearly as Mountaineers claim 57-55 win

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

Despite battling back strong against adversity on and off the court, the Notre Dame women's basketball team dropped their fourth consecutive game yesterday with a 60-68 loss to DePaul.

On Friday, the Irish covered that junior Kathy Brommelend had quit the team, citing personal reasons. She is the third Irish player to leave the team this season, and the second in the last two weeks.

For most of Sunday afternoon, however, the Irish looked strong against the 11-4 Lady Blue Demons, as Head Coach Mary DiSt ailments led the game with a full-court press and played a tightly-packed zone, frustrating the Irish offense which has taken a lead it never relinquished.

The Mountaineers opened up a 12-point lead in the second half as the Irish continued to shoot poorly and commit turnovers when they got close. Notre Dame still had a chance from three-point land, but only clicked on three-of-eight in the half in dropping their second in three games.

"We just aren't scoring when we need to score," said Irish head coach Bigger Phelps. "We played well when we got down 12, but we should have been playing that way the entire game. It wasn't a defensive breakdown. It was an offensive breakdown. We're not scoring points."

In this season of inflated scoring, the Irish have scored more than 65 only three times this season, including an 81-76 overtime victory. Saturday, although against a team that hadn't allowed many points this season, the Irish scoring woes continued, clicking on just 38 percent of their shots (16-of-42 shooting). The Mountaineers, meanwhile, shook off their sluggish start by finding the mismatch. "Both of us got off to slow starts," said Mountaineer Head Coach Gale Catlett, "and we were both confused. It was a matter of us trying to figure out each other. Then we wanted to go inside. We put (Tyrene) Shaw in and then moved (Wayne) Yearwood to guard. So we had 6'8", 6'9" and 6'9" across the frontline. They couldn't stay with that."

The Mountaineers while J.J. Craw led the Mountaineers with 15. Darryl Prue had 10 for West Virginia before fouling out with 9:30 to go.

"I didn't know he had that many fouls," admitted Catlett.

DePaul overtures Irish as women have more problems

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

ND and Army battle to weekend series split

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Between the first and second periods of both Notre Dame-Army hockey games this weekend at the ACC, the Indiana Youth Hockey League Mini-Mites played against each other. It was about the only time all weekend two opposing teams met on the ACC ice for 15 minutes without a war nearly breaking out.

Throughout the weekend series, the crowds of over 1,300 fans saw two of the most exciting games of the Notre Dame season, as both matchups included more than their share of comebacks, clutch goals, hard-fighting checks, and physical play before the series ended the only way it could - in a split.

Notre Dame won Friday night's game, 6-4, while Army took the Saturday morning, 4-2. Notre Dame is now 6-10.

"It was just an excellent series. Everyone out there really gave their 110 percent. We were in excellent shape and went hard the full sixty minutes," said Head Coach Lefty Smith. A first period goal by Kevin Markovitz gave the Irish a 1-0 lead before Army tied the game in the first period, and both teams scored two goals in a very physical second period to keep the score tied after forty minutes.

Less than two minutes into the final period, Bob Bilton scored to give the Irish a 4-3 lead, but the Cadets rallied back to score a tying power plays goal with less than four minutes to play. Just 36 seconds later, Mike Lehner scored the game-winning goal for the Irish, and an insurance goal by Roy Bemiss nineteen seconds after the Cadets' goal to ensure a victory. "The game was a little slow, see SPLIT, page 8